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Abstract
Vaccines have not yet been able to address the combination of three major obstacles: 
molecular coupling failure between peptide and human leukocyte antigen protein 
(HLA‐II) molecule, failure to activate T‐cells, and the molecular polymorphism dis‐
played by all pathogens. Planar electromagnetic fields found in protein systems may 
play a role in all three problems. These amino acid planes are universal, selective in 
nature, and able to generate long distance attraction toward their corresponding ligand. 
We propose three molecular mechanisms through which to engineer molecular pattern 
interaction toward the intelligent design of more effective vaccines.
Keywords: vaccine design, PECC, HLA‐II binding affinity, T‐cell activation, molecular 
polymorphism
1. Introduction
Many different technologies have been developed to design different types of vaccines—
biological, synthetic, genetically engineered, naked DNA and vector—and in spite of these 
efforts, major problems remain to be solved, preventing effective vaccines being obtained for 
pathogens such as HIV and malaria.
Three obstacles for current vaccines relate to the difficulty in coupling class II human leuko‐
cyte antigen proteins (HLA‐II), in activating T‐helper cells, and the molecular polymorphism 
of the pathogens.
Our search for solutions to these obstacles led to a series of significant findings, fundamen‐
tal to biochemistry, and relating to: the discovery of the mechanism of molecular coupling 
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between peptides and HLA‐II molecules; identification of the mechanism for the activation 
of T‐cell receptor molecules; a solution to molecular polymorphism in pathogens.
2. Molecular coupling between peptides and HLA‐II molecules
In the activation of immune responses, HLA‐II molecules are responsible for presenting pep‐
tide antigens to T‐helper cells [1, 2] to activate the cascade that accompanies this response. The 
coupling of HLA‐II molecules with peptide antigens is therefore critical for vaccine design [3, 
4] because it is necessary to induce immune memory.
All the subtypes of HLA‐II molecules (DR, DP and DQ) are highly polymorphic [1, 5]. The 
high polymorphism of these molecules represents one of the greatest difficulties in vaccine 
development [2–4], as HLA‐II/peptide coupling is restricted by this polymorphism.
2.1. Planar electromagnetic fields in HLA‐II molecules may explain coupling with  
foreign peptides
Following a review of HLA‐II molecules from the National Center for Biotechnology 
Information (NCBI) database, the constant positions of fully conserved residues in HLA‐II α 
and β chains were identified. The positions are recorded in Table 1.
These positions were then located within a three‐dimensional protein crystallography struc‐
ture provided by the protein data bank (PDB) and examined using bioinformatic tools, where‐




Residues in the HLA‐II molecules, in the α and β chains Aromatic 
residue in the 
plane (3O6F)
DP (3LQZ)a DQ (1UVQ) DR (1DLH)
α β α β α β
Cys (C) 107 15, 115, 171 110 15, 117, 173 107 117, 173 Phe ‐ 151
Gly (G) 100, 131 149, 166 103, 134 151, 168 131 151, 168 Tyr ‐ 150
Leu (L) 105, 151 113, 159 108, 154 115, 161 105, 151 115, 161 Phe ‐ 184
Asn (N) 103 31, 60, 132, 
148
106 33, 62, 134, 
150
103 134, 150 Phe ‐ 151
Pro (P) 102, 114, 
115, 155
95, 122, 163 105, 117, 
118, 158
97, 124, 165 102, 114, 
115, 155
97, 124, 165 Phe ‐ 137
Thr (T) ‐ 152, 170 ‐ 154, 172 ‐ 154, 172 Phe ‐ 184
Val (V) 91 97, 117, 173 94 99, 119, 175 91, 128 99, 119, 175 Phe ‐ 151
Trp (W) 121 129, 151, 186 124 131, 153, 188 121 131, 153, 188 Trp ‐ 182
Tyr (Y) 150 121, 169 153 123, 171 150 123, 171 Tyr ‐ 152
Note: aPDB ID are shown in parenthesis.
Table 1. Fully conserved residues of HLA‐II in sequences and structures.
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These molecular patterns were found in all three types of HLA‐II (DR, DP and DQ). They 
comprise fully conserved amino acid residues arranged in a planar configuration. Figure 1 
illustrates the spatial arrangements for the amino acid residues Gly (Figure 1a and b) and Trp 
(Figure 1c and d).
The patterns were found to feature the conditions required to generate planar electromagnetic 
fields. These fields are known as planar electromagnetic fields of Cortés‐Coral (PECC). PECC 
fields are produced by groups of invariant and fully conserved amino acids from a single 
chemical species (this conservation is simultaneous both in sequence and in space). There will 
thus, for example, be glycine planes (PECC‐Gly), proline planes (PECC‐Pro), leucine planes 
(PECC‐Leu), etc. Importantly, each PECC field is generated in a single direction.
The question may arise as to how the electromagnetic field is generated. Essential to the 
explanation is the fact that each plane was found to possess an aromatic amino acid (e.g., 
Phe, Tyr, Trp) always located in a well‐defined position within that plane. An aromatic 
amino acid has electric charges in motion (electrons). These electrons generate the electro‐
magnetic signals that are able to act over long molecular distances, i.e., at long range. The 
HLA‐II/peptide coupling mechanism has not been able to be explained satisfactorily by the 
already known intermolecular forces (Van der Waals, hydrogen bonding and ionic forces) 
because they act only at short range; in the case of ionic forces [6], for example, the range of 
Figure 1. Spatial positions of fully conserved glycine and tryptophan residues in HLA‐II DR (Images taken from Jmol 
12.0, reproduced with permission of IVSI).
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action is only about 2 nm [7]. It follows, therefore, that no classical concept is able to explain 
the long‐range molecular interactions that occur between protein molecules. Further, in 
three‐dimensional analysis of proteins and their ligands, it can be seen that the couplings do 
not have a well‐defined or selective spatial and electrostatic complementarity, as proposed 
by the “key‐lock” model [8, 9]. There is evidence, meanwhile, that biological processes can 
be induced or modulated by electromagnetic fields of characteristic frequencies, as with light 
in photosynthetic systems [10] or with the increase in the catalytic activity of some enzymes 
on being irradiated with electromagnetic fields [11, 12]. Research carried out by the School 
of Electrical and Computer Engineering of the RMIT University in Melbourne (Australia) 
shows that proteins emit and absorb electromagnetic radiation of very precise frequencies, 
different for each protein [8].
PECC fields, as we have seen by their planar nature, act in a single and specific direction. They 
are also able to act over long distances. They are therefore capable of explaining the following 
phenomena intrinsic to receptor‐ligand coupling:
• the directional nature of the attraction/coupling;
• the selectivity required to target the correct ligand;
• the extremely short time period to encounter the ligand;
• and the long distance across which the attraction must take place.
In this context, given the three‐dimensional arrangement of each PECC based on the positions 
of its component residues in the protein structure, each PECC field of HLA‐II was projected in 
the direction of its plane toward the HLA‐II groove pockets. Specific positions on the groove 
were thus associated with the PECC projections.
When a foreign peptide is in the coupled position, each of the positions identified is found to 
contain a residue of exactly the same species as the PECC projected there; where a PECC‐Gly 
is projected onto the groove, a glycine residue is encountered in the coupled foreign peptide. 
Similarly, for a PECC‐Leu projection, a leucine residue is found at that position. The PECC 
projections were thus able to predict residues and their positions in the groove.
The universal Class II‐associated invariant chain peptide (CLIP), known for its binding affin‐
ity, was further found to have five PECC projection matches. When CLIP was modified so that 
it contained an additional PECC projection, its binding affinity was enhanced, suggesting that 
PECC fields favor the attraction of their respective residue in a peptide [13, 14].
Using PECC projections toward the groove of HLA‐II molecules, a universal coupling 
sequence was found to be present in all HLA‐II types. This is presented in Table 2. Note that 
more than one PECC may be projected toward some positions, as shown for position 1, where 
PECC‐Trp, PECC‐Tyr and PECC‐Val are present.
Considering this finding further, a pattern of universal coupling was identified in all types 
and subtypes of histocompatibility molecule, thus permitting the design of peptide‐vaccines 
with a capacity to couple with any polymorphic form presented by HLA‐II molecules [13]. 
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The application of this new finding made it possible to design peptides with better peptide/
HLA‐II coupling values than those generated by the universal coupling peptide CLIP [13, 14].
Selection and attraction between HLA‐II molecules and antigen peptides in this way would 
therefore be nonrandom, resulting in an effective and rapid coupling mechanism, as is clearly 
required in the immune response. Thus, PECC fields project outwardly from the HLA‐II mol‐
ecule in order to select, attract, and couple specific peptide sequences (Figure 2).
Application of the principles of this selective and attractive force could permit the design in 
future of vaccine‐peptides with a universal high binding affinity to HLA‐II molecules. The find‐
ings would further allow new avenues to be explored involving other protein systems, including 
HLA‐I and T‐cell receptors (TCRs), necessary for understanding mechanisms of immune activa‐
tion, as well as opening up possibilities for the wider study of protein receptor‐ligand systems.
3. Activation of T‐helper cells
T‐cell receptors (TCRs) are molecules found on the surface of T‐helper cells that are respon‐
sible for recognizing antigens bound to HLA‐II molecules. This coupling is very important 
for immune memory, whenever activation of the TCRs occurs. TCR activation is provoked 
PECC position in groove of HLA‐II
−1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
L W P P W W P L L N P P
V Y C T G P N
V G P
Table 2. PECC fields projected toward different positions of the HLA‐II anchoring groove.
Figure 2. PECC‐Gly selective, attractive force, exerted toward Gly residue in peptide (Images taken from Jmol 12.0, 
reproduced with permission of IVSI).
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on recognition of certain foreign antigens (T‐epitopes) and is crucial to the functioning of 
vaccines [15, 16]. Thus, all vaccines require T‐epitopes in their protein composition, acting as 
TCR activators. However, the mechanisms known to induce activation are not clearly under‐
stood [17]. Greater comprehension in this regard could enable the design of vaccine‐peptides 
capable of inducing immunological memory in B and T cell lines.
A number of authors refer to the TCR as a “mechanosensor” that converts mechanical energy 
into biochemical signals on coupling with the antigen, whereupon transduction of the signal 
is induced [18, 19]. However, this mechanistic explanation is not sufficient to understand the 
internalization of the message induced by the ligand, since a mechanism of this type requires 
too much energy to induce a signal that travels all the way from the point of coupling with the 
ligand to the intracellular domain. This is because a mechanical signal induces multiple aim‐
less movements, raising the entropy of the system, and dispersing the energy [20]. Moreover, 
such an activation mechanism would not be sufficiently specific and would lack the selectiv‐
ity necessary to differentiate between the body’s own antigens and foreign ones.
Researchers at the IVSI institute put forward an explanation for understanding the molecu‐
lar mechanisms of activation and transduction in the TCRs, based on the concept of PECC. 
The fully conserved residues found in the TCR molecules are shown in Table 3. These resi‐
dues form a PECC system responsible for transmitting the signal of the antigen from its point 
of contact to the interior of the cell. This type of field was termed PECC‐ionic, or PECC‐i [21]. 
Only the alpha (α) chain of the TCR showed fully conserved residues that form part of the 
PECC‐i. No such residues were evident in the beta (β) chain.
From physical analysis of a PECC‐i, it may be inferred that all of its residues are mutually 
interlinked by a single electromagnetic field. This field would ensure that the residues behave 
in a synchronized manner. As a result, the action applied at one point (amino acid) of the 
PECC‐i is replicated at all the other points, enabling signals to be sent from the point of con‐
tact with the ligand to the intracellular domain of the receptor [21], as shown in Figure 3. In 
Figure 3a–c, all the highly conserved residues of the free TCRs are seen to be in a dissociated 
state, while in Figure 3d, in which the molecule is coupled with the peptide, these same resi‐
dues are paired. This shows that the coupling of opposite charges between the TCR and the 
peptide induces the additional formation of new pairings inside the planar system. The mech‐
anism proposed by the authors to explain the molecular transduction of signals was named 
“molecular transduction by PECC‐ionic” (TM‐PECC–i, from the Spanish acronym) [21].
PDB 1FYT 4GKZ 3QEU 3QH3
Residues of human 
TCRsa
D135 D133 D128 D129
K136 K134 K129 K130
K184 K182 K177 K178
D 186 D184 D179 D180
Note:a Residues in the α–chain of the TCR molecule.
Table 3. Fully conserved residues in human TCR molecules that form PECC planes. Such residues occupy equivalent 
spatial positions in all TCRs.
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4. Molecular polymorphism of pathogens
Molecular polymorphism is a mechanism that pathogenic agents employ to evade host 
immune responses. None of the current vaccines has managed to overcome this problem, 
which is why vaccination booster doses require to be applied anew each year, as in the case 
of influenza. The HIV virus and the malarial parasite are highly polymorphic pathogens that 
change their molecular sequences every time they replicate.
The IVSI Institute was the first research group in the world to find a solution to the molecu‐
lar polymorphism of pathogens. The authors found that the molecular polymorphism of a 
pathogen is not random but rather ruled by an underlying order that allows the protein to 
retain its functionality while evading repeated attack by the immune system. By re‐examining 
the molecular cell‐pathogen coupling receptors in the new light of PECC fields, a solution to 
molecular polymorphism in pathogens was found.
The method developed by our researchers to solve the problem of the polymorphism of the virus 
is analogous to what happens with the bedroom door‐key system in a 200‐room hotel: each guest 
will have a key to open his/her own room, so that 200 keys will be needed to open all of the rooms. 
The concierge, however, is not required to carry around 200 keys. He will have a single key, or 
master key, to be able to open every door. Likewise, our methodology enabled us to identify the 
the master key used by the virus in order to couple always with the same receptor, despite its high 
Figure 3. TCR molecules in free states (a–c) and coupled (d), showing positive and negative electrical residues as stylized 
spheres. The highly conserved residues are highlighted in the boxes below each figure. (Image records taken from Jmol, 
reproduced with permission of IVSI) [21].
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molecular polymorphism, using solid state physics tools. Using these tools together with the PECC 
system raises the possibility of designing effective vaccines against the polymorphic pathogen.
5. Conclusions
A novel methodology is proposed by the authors for the design of effective vaccines, based 
on planar molecular patterns found in proteins. These patterns were discovered in fully con‐
served residues of HLA‐II and TCR molecules. According to the authors, these patterns gen‐
erate planar electromagnetic fields, given the name PECC fields. These direct the coupling 
of peptides with HLA‐II molecules and the activation of the TCRs in T‐cells. The function of 
these PECC fields is to select and attract antigen‐peptides for subsequent coupling with HLA‐
II molecules. A further type of PECC, known as PECC‐ionic, is responsible for interiorizing 
the signal of TCR‐antigen coupling to activate the T‐helper cells. Moreover, the PECC concept 
enabled the authors to solve the problem of molecular polymorphism of pathogens, finding 
an underlying order in the apparent random chaos of polymorphism.
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